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Avoid the swelter for a while!  Cool 
down while reading our quarterly.  
We include another feature article 
from Tom Barragry, this time about 
Glencree Barracks, a familiar and 
reasonably safe place to park and 
start walking in the northern Wicklow 
mountains.  The history of the place 
is fascinating – see it as it was used 
over the centuries.  
We have an article from the 
chairperson of Mountaineering Ireland – he mentions various 
considerable recent successes for hillwalkers which we support while 
looking for a more sport development approach from MI’s upcoming 
Hillwalking Committee which he also mentions.  
Consider our members’ meet near Brandon (open to all able to do 
the walk, not just MV members).  
And we have our usual features celebrating 
members shared tracks, summit experiences, 
challenge, video etc.

• MountainViews News: “Strange Sights in the Irish Countryside” and 
other Place Comments  p 3

• MountainViews News:  “Suilven” and other Shared tracks p 6

• Members Meetup: Brandon area Sat 8th Sept.  p 9

• Mountaineering Ireland: Viewpoint.  p 10

• Recent Pics and Pics of the Month:  p 12

• Glencree Barracks: Feature Feature Article  p 15

• Book Review: Ireland Adventure Bucket List by Helen Fairbairn: 
p20

• Challenge Walking Roundup:  p 21

• Emvee-Tube, Recent videos:  p 23
(Another article, gratefully received about climbing Mount Olympus 
from Fergalh will appear in a future issue.)

welCome to our auGust Quarterly newsletter

In thIs Issue...

Suilven: Meall Meadhonach from 
Caisteal Liath (pic: Peter Walker)



mountaInvIews news

 

mvs member eejaymm reporting on topping Binnion 
in north Donegal has a  photo that provides a clue to the 

“lost leads”. But what have radios got to do with hills, I hear you 
say? I haven’t a clue either. read about it all here:
Hills, Radios and Lost Leads
On the 14-07-18 Ian and I headed out to Donegal to climb Binnion 
in North Donegal. It’s a 1 pointer for SOTA (Summits On The Air - a 
Radio Amateur programme to get operators out portable) but had 
never been activated before. I had been looking at this one for the 
past year but took a closer look at it when I got the Irish Ordnance 
survey map for Donegal after reading eflanaga’s report. The track 
that I could see faintly on satellite maps was clearly marked but 
didn’t go all the way to the summit on the map but more or less 
did when we arrived there! We were able to park up at Annagh 
Upper with permission from the land owner from whom we also got 
permission to take our dogs up as there were no sheep on the hill at 
the moment.
We went up the lane past 2 cottages. We had been told by the 
landowner to go through the gate and when we came to the dipper 
(sheep dip) to turn right across the field to the track which would 
take us to the summit. The track was like the Giants Road in the 
Narnia tale “The Silver Chair” - I couldn’t see over the sides it was 
that deep into the mountain side - we initially thought it was a dried-
up river bed! At this stage we lost the dog leads somewhere! After 
3/4 mile we turned turn east to head for the summit. There is another 
track that goes further round to the left around the final summit area 
and I think either would do. As we climbed the wind off the Atlantic 
got stronger and stronger, so we stopped just below the summit 

plateau at 246m so that we could set up the radios and aerials 
without getting blown away. 
After doing all the radio bits we climbed the last 5m to the summit 
and the views are breath-taking! The wind was that strong the dogs 
nearly got blown away! After 2 hours on the summit we set down 
again and were nearly back at the dipper when the rain came. 
This was a really beautiful walk with stunning views and orchids 
everywhere!
 
Original comment: https://mountainviews.ie/summit/1003/
comment/19976/

Pollan Bay from Binnion by member three5four0

PLACE 
COMMENT 

OF THE 
MONTH

Strange SightS in the 
iriSh countrySide
binnion (250m), inisHowen peninsuLa
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the glory of the west
Ascending Mweelrea 
on a fine summer’s 
day can be a glorious 
experience, says 
benwalsh, although 
the mountain should 
always be treated 
with respect.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/34/
comment/19958/

a sweeping vista
The trail over 
Gleninagh Mountain in 
West Clare atop typical 
Burren karst provides 
striking panoramas of 
Galway Bay and the 
Aran Islands, reports 
Damian120.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/1123/
comment/19975/

westwest

west
awe-inspiring achill 
climb
They say everything 
looks better in the 
sunshine, and that 
is no more true on 
Croaghaun, reports 
Damian120, where 
panoramas were 
simply stupendous.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/127/
comment/19955/
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Check with landowner
Mouldy Hill in Inishowen 
merited two new or 
revised comments this 
month, and the hill offers 
a very pleasant hike, 
although Conor-na-Cnic 
like others reports that 
are access difficulties on 
this hill.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/944/
comment/19970/

not an easy stroll
Crockastoller in 
Donegal NW offers 
beautiful views of the 
Bluestacks, although 
it is replete with peat 
hags and squadrons 
of horseflies, reports 
Wilderness.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/743/
comment/19957/

north

south

north

Inspiring 
mountainviews!
His goal was to bag 
every feature listed 
on Mountainviews for 
the Dingle Peninsula, 
and eamonoc finally 
completed his task on 
the spectacular Faha 
Ridge.
Link: https://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/35/
comment/19971/

Photo: Rossographer
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traCk of the month - suIlven, nw hIGhlanDs

Castles In the aIr
This month’s selection is a classic mountain excursion in a region of Scotland replete 
with them, but even when compared with this embarrassment of riches this one is 
special. The ascent and (sort of) traverse of Suilven is a glorious trip to (it’s a bit of a 
walk in) and up and along a magnificent ridge with pride of place in a ravishing area 
of wilderness…no sane hillwalker is likely to regret a visit here. Your track reviewer is 
still buzzing several weeks on.

lenGth: 24.0km Time taken: 6h42m 
asCent: 1029m  DesCent: 1034m PlaCes: Start at 
NC10727 21976, Suilven - Caisteal Liath, Meall Meadhonach 
West Top, Meall Meadhonach, Meall Beag, end at Start
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be regarded as approximate. 
Duration depends on the speed of the person making the track)
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3861/

The upper section 
of Meall Meadhonach

Canisp and Suilven

https://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3861
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TRACKS

pYRenees: 
a Grand tour
It would seem that our Gallic compadre David-Guenot is being badly 
influenced by the Challenge Walks he’s been doing in Ireland, and 
bringing that modus operandi to the Pyrenees. His target was the 
Tour d’Oueil-Larboust, a route usually covered over the space of 2 or 

3 days, but here condensed into 13 odd hours. After 3 hours sleep 
this proved quite the pedestrian trial (David…Google the name ‘Kirk 
Parsley’!) but congratulations for him for seeing it through to the end, 
as 30kms is a long way to go on empty.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3845/
easT:
simon Goes to a Binnion on fire

Carrickgollogan has long been considered an excellent short outing 
for those seeking a bit of outdoors without straying too far from 
Dublin. Although this may not be wise for a while, according to 
our Towering Inferno correspondent simon3, as the early summer 
drought seems to have set the hill on fire. Consider the track 
uploaded a document of a moment in time (with startling photos) 
rather than an incentive to follow him.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3844/

traCks

https://mountainviews.ie/track/3845
https://mountainviews.ie/track/3844
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TRACKS

picos de euRopa: 
the europa league
Despite conceding that his apparent Kilian Jornet-esque 
performance on the day is actually down to a GPS having a 
meltdown, peter1 has evidently enjoyed an excellent trip to northern 
Spain and the jagged Picos de Europa. His track involves a cable car 
trip before an ascent of Torres de los Horcados Rojos…it would seem 
that only folk expecting the Dromderaloughs would be disappointed 
with this spectacular region.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3850/

wesT:
Get the Partry started
Putting aside any worries that his recent obsession with different 
routes on or about Maumtrasna might mean that we end up with a 
five star An Óige hostel up there somewhere, Onzy has uploaded 
several tracks exploring various aspects of this hugely individual 
mountain range. The highlighted selection approaches the western 
part of the plateau from the south before continuing on to the 
Devilsmother and its south top (a summit rarely visited given that the 
more usual approach to these hills is from the north). The route could 
easily take in Maumtrasna itself and/or Devilsmother N Top with its 
incredible view.
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/track/3852/

TRACKS
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the MOUNtAINVIeWS 
MeMBeRS MeetUp WAlk 

a brandon 
traverse

Sat 
8  Sept 

2018
th

The Brandon Ridge.
The walk will start at the Connor Pass for a South 
to North traverse of the ridge. The first summit we 
cross is An Bhinn Dubh, an easy 20 minute stroll of 
approx. 700m and ascent of 70m from the car park. 
Continuing along the ridge and over Beennabrack 
and Ballysitteragh, where there is the option of 
descending back to Dingle town.

From the summit of Ballysitteragh there is a 
drop of 225m to a col that is traversed by a pilgrim 

path from Mullach Bheal before an ascent of 400m to 
Gearhane and the start of a spectacular ridge over 
Brandon Peak to Brandon Mountain itself. On a clear 
day the views are second to none, the mountains 
and coastline of the Dingle peninsula and to the east 
Tralee Bay and beyond!

From Brandon there is the option of taking the 
pilgrim path to An Baile Breac (approx. 6 hours) or 
continuing the traverse of the ridge to the Dingle 
way which crosses the col between Piaras Beg and 

Masatiompan.
The full traverse will take approx. 7 hours and is 

18.5 km with 1300m of ascent.
There will be a post walk drinks and meal in 

Dingle that evening.
Accommodation in Dingle is varied and plentiful.
For further information please contact Liz at 

elizabethashton2014@outlook.com

mailto:elizabethashton2014@outlook.com
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mounTaineeRing iReLand – woRking 
To suppoRT and deveLop HiLLwaLking 
by paul barron
how often have you thought that ‘somebody should do 
something about that’?

when your concern relates to our enjoyment of the 
hills, mountains and crags, that ‘somebody’ may be 
mountaineering Ireland.

we don’t claim that we can resolve each and every 
problem out there but we work  hard to represent the 
interests of hillwalkers and climbers.  the following are 
examples of actions taken by mountaineering Ireland:
• We were to the fore in the successful campaign 
demanding that the uplands at Glenasmole, Co Dublin, 
which were in the possession of NAMA, remain open to 
hillwalkers through their transfer to the Wicklow Mountains 
National Park 
• We supported the State Claims Agency in its appeal 
of a damages award to a person injured in a fall on a 
boardwalk along the Wicklow Way. This award had the 
potential to prevent access by hillwalkers to public and 
private lands throughout the country. Thankfully the High 
Court overturned the award and endorsed the tradition of 
personal responsibility within the hillwalking community.
• We are pushing for the Mountain Access Project, which has 
been piloted in Binn Shléibhe near Clonbur, Co. Galway and the 
MacGillycuddy’s Reeks, to be rolled out in other mountain areas. The 
Project provides certainty of access for hillwalkers to a mountain area 
based on an indemnity for the landowners, agreed access points, 
parking, stiles etc. 
• We are assisting local groups in tackling serious path erosion which 
is a cause of concern to hillwalkers in some upland areas, particularly 

at Croagh Patrick, the MacGillycuddy’s Reeks and Errigal. 
• We highlighted the adverse impact of tourist developments on the 
hills and mountains, most notably at Cuilcagh, Co Fermanagh and 
in the proposals for a Visitor Centre near the Hell Fire Club in Co 
Dublin.
• We are currently lobbying to ensure continued access by 
hillwalkers and climbers to the lands and crags at Luggala in Co 
Wicklow.  

Looking to the future, we recently conducted an in-depth review 

Tievebaun walkers



of all aspects of our work. We consulted widely with our members 
and others who share our interest in promoting hillwalking, climbing 
and mountaineering.  One of the key messages to emerge was 
that we need to redouble our efforts to support hillwalkers and to 
develop the sport of hillwalking in all its aspects.

Of course, the needs of our 13,000 or so members differ, 
depending on the aspects of our sport that interest them, their 
geographic location, their levels of experience and ability and so 
forth. Following an open invitation to members, we have established 
a Working Group made up of people from different backgrounds 

and geographic areas to draw up a work programme for our new 
Hillwalking Committee which will be established shortly.   

We are committed to improving what we do and enhancing the 
support we offer to our members. If you have any suggestions to 
offer, we’d be delighted to hear from you at info@mountaineering.ie 
Paul Barron is chairperson of the Board of Mountaineering Ireland.
Comment welcome on this or any other article using our forum 
(https://mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general/)

Hiking in the Brandon range

Near Benbaun or Benbrack in the Twelve Bens 
(according to our Editor)

v I e w P o I n t

mailto:info@mountaineering.ie
https://mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general


reCent ImaGes
some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members

L. Nambrackderg from Caoinkeen SE Top  b davsheenFrom Mweelrea over Delphi and Killary   b benwalsh

On the Faha Ridge b eamonoc



Photo of the month

Misty sunrise at Derrybawn in the Dublin/Wicklow Mountains. b Colin Murphy



InternatIonal Photo eDItor’s PICk

Suilven, north-west Highlands, reflected in a pathside lochan. b Peter Walker
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more than just a popular place for refreshments
If you have ever rambled up to Prince William’s Seat, or 
Knocknagunn, or indeed over to Lough Bray, the Eagles Crag and 
Kippure, there’s a high chance that you either started or ended your 
hike by having a leisurely coffee in the small cafe of the Glencree 
Centre. But have you ever reflected on the interesting history of this 
building, the locale & its surroundings?

This building, the Glencree Barracks, 
was built in 1806 to house British soldiers 
employed in policing the newly built 
Military Road which wound its way 
through the Wicklow hills. It was after 
the insurrection of 1798 and following 
the final battle at Vinegar Hill, that the 
remaining rebels lead by Michael Dwyer 
retreated into the depths of the Wicklow 
hills and by guerrilla tactics caused 
havoc to the local landlords and land 
owners, making the general area virtually 
ungovernable. It was Lord Cornwallis 
who would change all that. Many years 
previously, Cornwallis, a senior appointee 
of King George 3rd, had been leading 
the British forces in the American 
Revolutionary War.

Eventually, after a long siege, 
Cornwallis lost the crucial battle of 
Yorktown and surrendered to George 
Washington in 1781, paving the way for 
the end of the revolutionary war and 
the birth of the fledgling United States. 
Cornwallis returned to Britain in 1782 
and while still retaining the confidence 
of King George 3rd was sent to Prussia in 
August 1785 as ambassador to the court 

of Frederick the Great. Shortly afterwards, in 1786, Cornwallis was 
made Governor-General and commander in chief in India.  Finally 
in June 1798, at a very turbulent time for Ireland, he was appointed 
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and commander in Chief of the British 
forces there. Upon his arrival in Ireland, Cornwallis was instrumental 
in securing passage in 1800 of the Act of Union by the Parliament of 

gLencree 
BarracKS 
- a Short 
hiStory
by tom Barragry

‘View of the Military Road from the vicinty of Upper Lough Bray’
by Thomas Sautelle Roberts RHA and John Comerford

St Kevin’s School Boys Band in the front square 1890 (Photo 
courtesy National Library of Ireland Lawrence/French collection)
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Ireland, a necessary step in the creation of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland.

the man behind the military road
Cornwallis’s subsequent aims and responsibilities lay in restoring 
some stability and normality following the failed insurrection of 
1798 and also in endeavouring to underpin Britain’s authority in 
Ireland following the Act of Union of 1800. He was also charged with 
keeping a wary eye on the distant possibility of a French invasion of 
Ireland by Napoleonic forces. 

In February 1800 a letter was sent to Cornwallis at Dublin Castle 

from Lord Powerscourt and other harassed landowners, pointing out 
the impossibility of policing the Wicklow wilderness and appealing 
for the construction of a road through it to flush out the remaining 

1798 rebels and to return some discipline and order to the county. 
Some landowners offered to donate the land for free. Corwallis 
held consultative and planning meetings in the Yellow House in 
Rathfarnham and then acted fast. He decided to build a road, a 
military road, over the Wicklow Mountains as far as Aughavannagh 
to flush out the remaining rebels. This military road would have four 
to five overseeing military barracks placed strategically along its 
route - one at Glencree, Laragh, Drumgoff and Aughavannagh and 
also in the Glen of Imaal. The purpose of all this costly, infrastructural 
outlay was not just to inhibit Michael Dwyer and his now small rump 
of remaining rebels, but also to deter a full-fledged French invasion. 
The British believed that many United Irishmen and the revolutionary 
remnants of Dwyer’s and Emmet’s uprisings would side with the 
French in the event of a French invasion of Ireland, which would of 
course severely threaten the British mainland. Napoleon was at his 
zenith of his military powers at this time and the British feared an 
invasion by the back door. Hence the size, strength and frequency of 
the Wicklow barracks system along the route of the military road.

Work commenced on the new road very quickly, in August 1800, 
as compulsory purchase of land was not necessary. A Scotsman, 
Captain Alexander Taylor of the Royal Irish Fusiliers took charge 
of the road building project and 200 soldiers were employed in 
the construction of the road over difficult and boggy terrain. The 
occurrence of yet another attempted uprising, this time from Robert 
Emmett in 1803, spurred on the construction of the whole military 
road project. The undertaking was tough physical spade work. The 
soldiers had to live in tents or houses made of sods along the route. 
The road was finished in 1809. It was double the anticipated budget, 
costing over £43000 or almost £1000 per mile. It was not long 
before artists and writers were recording the scenes by word, paint 
and on engravings. Even before the road was fully completed, the 
eminent Irish landscapist Thomas Sautelle Roberts was painting the 
construction of the section as it traversed Glenmacnass in 1806 – as 
captured in the accompanying artwork.

The impressive facade at Glencree



the demise of the military road hQ
Glencree barracks was the headquarters of the military road, and 
was built on land leased from Lord Powerscourt. Situated at the 
head of the valley, and nearest to Dublin, it housed 100 soldiers and 
sometimes more. Initially, passes were issued from the barracks for 
anyone who wished to travel the military road. The barracks were 
opened in 1806 but by then the rebel Dwyer had sued for terms 
and was en route to Australia. The rebellious troubles had abated 
considerably, the Act of Union was securely in place, and barracks 
and garrisons were not quite as important anymore. The defeat of 
Napoleon and the end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815 eliminated 
the fear of a French Invasion and also considerably reduced the 
necessity for keeping numerous well protected barracks and well 
stocked military garrisons along the route.

Accordingly, by 1820 the barracks, including Glencree, were 
being run down and closed completely in the 1840s. After the end 
of its garrison phase in the 1840s the Glencree building became a 
government storehouse and was used as a mapping base by the 
Ordnance Survey, and subsequently by the Irish Post Office.

In 1859 Glencree barracks became a reformatory school - St 
Kevin’s Reformatory School - run by the Oblate Fathers. Following 
refurbishment, the grim military barracks at the head of the valley 
became an ‘industrial school’. It was the first reformatory school in 
Ireland. Juvenile delinquency was seen to be big problem at that 
time, hastened in no small way by the famine and post famine years 
causing poverty, desolation, despondency, depression and despair. 
In 1853 there were over 12,000 children in Irish jails, incarcerated 
with adult criminals and subject to abuse and malign influences. 
These jails were really ‘schools for crime’. With no attempt made to 
reform or educate the children or train them for any future work, the 
children were released homeless, destitute and prone to turning 
again to crime. A solution was found in the Reformatory Schools 
Act 1858 which extended to Ireland a system already operating in 
Britain and on the Continent to house, to educate, and reform young 
juveniles outside the adult penal system while being in the care of 
persons of their own faith. A Committee of Concerned Laymen and 
Clergymen was established, and with the support of the Catholic 
Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Cullen, they approached the Oblate 
provincial Fr. Robert Cooke with a request to assume responsibility 
for the work of establishing a reformatory school.

from barracks to reformatory
For 82 years Glencree was home to over 200 boys per year, plus 
the Oblate community and staff. In a letter to the Superior General 
dated 5 October 1860 Fr. Robert Cooke noted that the number of 
boys at Glencree had already reached 210. In the period to 1900 
there was an average extra annual intake of 75 boys. Details for one 
entry group of seventy boys indicate that their ages ranged from ten 
to sixteen years. The largest group was in the thirteen to fourteen 
age ranges. They were usually sentenced for five years. By the 
Reformatory Act of 1893, the Manager was authorized to keep boys 
up to nineteen years of age. He could also cut the time in half to a 
minimum of three years with good conduct and a suitable place to 

e x P lo r e

St Kevin’s Reformatory School circa 1900 (Photo courtesy 
National Library of Ireland Lawrence/French collection)
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go when a boy left the school.
 In 1867, Fr. Lynch was succeeded as the Superior and Resident 

Manager by Fr. Laurence P. Fox. By then the staff at Glencree had 

increased to 24 Lay Brothers. In 1878 staff comprised 3 priests and 
25 Brothers. This number would remain fairly constant throughout 
the school’s history. A schoolmaster, bandmaster, a master carpenter 
and two labourers were employed as well, and the boys were 
fruitfully involved in the day-to-day running of the school. Many were 
learning trades. Tailoring, shoemaking, cabinet-making, carpentry, 
stone cutting and mason work, painting, glazing, plumbing, nail 
making, mat making and the manufacture of gas from coal are all 
mentioned in the Manager’s Report of 1869, together with work in 
the house, in the gardens, in the bakery, laundry and in the stables. 
Peat was cut for fuel and some land was cleared and developed for 
grazing, making hay and the growing of potatoes and vegetables. 

A lot of other food still had 
to be bought and brought 
up by horse and cart on the 
rough roads from Enniskerry 
and Dublin. Livestock 
included about twenty-five 
milk cows and two hundred 
sheep. One of the new 
dormitories was converted 
into an infirmary. Sick boys 
were attended regularly by 
a doctor from Enniskerry. 
By 1872 a new bakery had 
been built, mostly by the 
boys, and plans were well in 
hand to set up a printing shop, which developed well in later years 
and brought in some much needed income. In all some 69 Oblate 
Brothers and 42 Oblate priests ministered to the boys in St. Kevin’s 
over the years.

the German connection and ‘operation shamrock’
In addition to its role as a reformatory school, during World War 1 
the Glencree building was used to house German prisoners of war. 
Again in WW 2 it housed some German Luftwaffe pilots who crashed 
in Ireland, as well as some undercover German agents believed to 
be linked to the IRA. In 1940 the reformatory school finally closed, 
and the building essentially lay vacant until 1947.

In 1947 the barracks opened again under ‘Operation Shamrock’. 
This was an Irish Red Cross initiative to re-settle young children from 
war-torn Germany. 1947 was the centenary of ‘Black 47’, the Great 
Irish Famine, and this to some extent acted as an impetus and was 
seen as a motivator for Ireland to assist others in need ... especially 
- as far as the Irish government was concerned - those in post war 
Germany.

St Kevin’s School Boys Band in the front square 1890 (Photo 
courtesy National Library of Ireland Lawrence/French collection)

Dormitories of the old school
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Glencree was used as a reception and arrival centre for young 
German children (and a few Polish) orphaned or displaced during 
World War 2. Some indeed were orphans but others had parents 
incapable of looking after them because of POW or internment 
status, death or homelessness. The first German children arrived 
in July 1946. By the end of 1947 almost 600 children between the 
ages of 3 and 15 had been received in Glencree for fostering. They 
stayed for a period of three to four weeks before sent to a suitable 
Irish family for fostering. The Save the German Children Society 
(SGCS) was founded in 1945 at a meeting in the Shelbourne Hotel, 
its aim to find foster homes in Ireland for German orphans from 
war ravaged Cologne and north Germany. The German catholic 
charity Caritas selected children mostly from the Ruhr area of North 
Rhine and Westphalia. The Irish Red Cross arranged their arrival 

and reception at Glencree 
centre and then liaised with 
the SGCS. The children were 
predominantly catholic and 
placed in catholic Irish homes. 
Some controversy surrounded 
Operation Shamrock in so 
far as Ireland was allegedly 
neutral, and extending the 
hand of friendship to Britain’s 
enemy was not seen as quite 
the thing to do politically. 
Also no Jewish, and very 
few Protestant children were 
brought over from Germany 
... all were mainly catholic. 
Over 1000 children in total 
arrived in Ireland and were 
placed in Irish foster homes 
after a waiting period spent in 

Glencree. Most of the children returned to their families in post war 
Germany two or three years later, although fifty of them remained in 
Ireland. The children had happy memories of Ireland, and in 1997 a 
fifty year reunion of over 300 foster children and families was held 
at the German embassy in Dublin. A group of 21 German orphans 
also returned to Glencree centre for a reunion in 2013 as part of ‘The 
Gathering’.

In 1956 a memorial fountain, including a statue called The Three 
Fates, was commissioned by the German Gratitude Fund. This 
was unveiled in St Stephen’s Green Dublin by the West German 
ambassador to commemorate Operation Shamrock at Glencree.

 A memorial plaque 
thanking the Irish 
people was placed 
there in the Green by 
the German President 
Roman Hertzog in 
1997.

Peace and 
reconciliation
The Glencree Centre for Peace and Reconciliation was founded in 
1974 as a response to violent conflict in Irish society, and in light 
of a conviction that there must be a better way than violence and 
vandalism, intolerance and sectarianism. A spirit of commitment to 
these ideals inspired the foundation of the Centre and continues 
to motivate its varied activities of peace training and peacemaking. 
Prince Charles visited the former British barracks at Glencree in 2002 
stating inter alia: 
“We need to remember that the underlying meaning of peace 
is not just the absence of conflict. It is equally a climate in which 
understanding of others goes beyond caricature and where frozen 
images of hatred and negativity yield to a new vision of shared value 
and goodness.” 

World War Two German orphans 
reunion at Glencree in 2013



B o o k  r e v I e w

Ireland’s adventure Bucket list
Great outdoor experiences
helen fairbairn
the Collins Press 2018 €19.99
This is an inspiring book. It is a great introduction to the wide range 
of outdoor activities we have on our door step. We tend to stick to 
our own sports be that hill walking, rock climbing, canoeing etc. The 
book is great reminder of the variety of outdoor adventures on this 
island. 
The formula of the book works as follows. There are a couple of 
pages with an introduction to e.g. rock climbing. Then there is a 
detailed description of a number of rock climbing routes such as 
Howling Ridge on Carrauntoohil. Twelve different sports or activities 
are covered in this way. The book also features shorter sections on 
8 other activities such as kitesurfing and 
coasteering. 
It is an enjoyable book. It is well written and 
illustrated with lots of fine photographs. 
Users of this website will probably be most 
interested in the sections on mountain 
hiking, scrambling, rock climbing, coastal 
walking and island hopping. There is an 
interesting article on wild swimming in 
Lough Cummenoughter, Ireland’s highest 
lake. Other sports featured include caving, 
snorkelling and cycling.
The author, Helen Fairbairn, is an 
experienced outdoor writer and the articles are well researched. 
The book is well worth adding to your collection. Clearly each sport 
or activity only gets limited space in a book like this. She has tried 
to compensate by ensuring that most parts of the country get a 
mention.  This book might make an ideal present for a younger 
reader to try and get them into the real outdoors.  
Aidan Dillon

Author Helen Fairbairn



ChallenGe

At the very tail-end of June, was the glorious The Galtee Challenge. 
From Cahir to Anglesboro, Galtee Walking Club once again hosted 
their Challenge of 31km with an ascent of 1760 metres. 78 Walkers 
enjoyed fantastic views on both very, very warm and very, very dry 
conditions.
“Baked, boiled, burnt! That was some day! Although one word, 
roasted, would do” 
John Fitzgerald. 
John treats us to a full and wonderful report on the Galtee Challenge 
2018 at: https://mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/112
“... At the trig pillar on Greenane the temperature had climbed to 27 
degrees and the descent to O’ Loughlin’s castle was over completely 
dry ground rather the more usual sea of mud reminiscent of a World 
War 1 battlefield. The approach to Galtymore and Galtybeg brought 

momentary relief at times in the form of a cloud that teased us with 
shade; however a warm wind that came and went also gave the 
impression of hillwalking with a hairdryer blowing in your face...” 
Excerpt from the Galtee Challenge 2018, John Fitzgerald. 
But I love MountainViews member Highvisibility’s quote of the day for 
its honest simplicity...
“Another great day. Warm, though!” 
Mike Rea. 
The hot weather continued on for the Comeragh Crossing too! This 
Walk takes place early each in the month of July each year and is 
definitely the “Yardstick” of how to measure a Challenge Walk... from 
its excellent organisation to its lovely route... and indeed from its 
choice of Walks to its continued nurturing of Challenge Hillwalking 
in general. 40 kilometres and 2100 meters ascent made for a serious 

rePorts anD uPComInG events In the ChallenGe walks CalenDar

The Galtees (photo: John Fitzgerald)

BaKed, 
BoiLed, 
Burnt.
jIm ‘faCtor 50’ holmes 
GIves us a rounD-uP of 
events so far thIs year

https://mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/112
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day’s entertainment. Over 180 Walkers were more than glad of 
the first-rate support on the Walk (as hosted by the Dungarvan 
Hillwalking Club)... even though atop the Coumfea plateau there was 
to be no escaping the beating sunshine! 
Ever so slowly during the month, the heat abated with only the odd 
drop from the skies. So at least there was a breath to be caught by the 
time the Joyce Country Challenge 2018 came around! Lake District 
Hillwalking Club once again hosted their beautiful walk, which this 
year celebrated its 11th Anniversary and took the Challenge Walker 
on a wondrous, delightful day consisting of mountain plateaus, arêtes 
all atop the enchantment of Maumtrasna. 
“...A “misty on top” start to the day but then it just opened up. It has to 
be the most scenic end to a Challenge walk in the Country...“   
Gerard Sheehy 
For August itself, the disappointment of no Mourne Seven Sevens 

this year still hurts! This is especially true as it was one 
of the very few Challenges being held in Ulster... which 
is a province to where we love to travel, as it seems to 
continue to present the Hillwalker with more and more 
delights with each visit! 
However, running from the 17th to the 19th of August - 
the Big One is the incredible Fei Sheehy Challenge...
An absolutely mighty Challenge over three days to cross 
the Galty, Comeragh and Knockmealdown Mountains. 
Organised in association with Galtee, Nire Valley 
Bogtrotters and Peaks Hillwalking Clubs.  A complete 
Challenge Walk each day, over three great mountain 
ranges! 
Walkers can do any one of the Challenges over the three 
days but, is to do ALL three Walks, the toughest ask in the 
Challenge Walks Calendar??? 
You can find the “Top Ten” in the world of Challenge 
Hillwalking at:
https://mountainviews.ie/FAQ/challenge/ 

Here too can be found the age old rant of which Challenge Walk is 
the toughest! 
But never be daunted by the legends of many a tough Challenge 
Walk that is... everyone has to begin somewhere! 
So on the 18th of August, why not enjoy Galway Walking Club’s 
hosted event of the Marathon Walk Western Way! 
This delightful walk journeys along the Western Way on both road 
and track taking in the beautiful Killary Harbour and Maumeen Pass. 
A full day but with a gentle incline. This Walk has a half marathon 
option... so no excuses for not getting out and “Supporting a 
Challenge Walk near you!” 
Onwards and Upwards Boys and Girls, Keep Safe and Enjoy your Day! 
jim holmes.

Joyce Country (photo: Gerard Sheehy)

https://mountainviews.ie/FAQ/challenge


emvee-tuBe

the Best vIDeo PICks for auGust

Steep slopes and elementary speleology in Sligo, from YouTube user 
nowareroom (contains salty language. Also caving is more of a risk sport 
than hillwalking!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trK7nwPtqPA

A spectacular ridge walk on Donegal’s Inishowen peninsula, from MV 
member gerrym

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCxkNrnmKJg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trK7nwPtqPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCxkNrnmKJg




notICes

• If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. 
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use 
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could 
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask 
permission where appropriate.

• Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.
• If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI or 

Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in 
future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI non-
emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find 
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

• If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

• Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

• If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start 
a fire, report it.  In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte: 
1890 800 455.

• If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we 
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for 
summits.

• If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in 
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews 
maps as well as GPS tracks.

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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